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Abstract: One of the major problem while capturing the image is the improper image extraction because of bad light
or the camera problem. Because of this, some of the important features or the object visibility over the image is not
retrieved effectively. In this present work, a study of different problems associated with image processing along with
relative solutions. The paper has discussed some common approaches to repair the images. In this paper window
based analysis is analyzed based on neighbor pixels so that effective image generation will be performed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The image enhancement is one of the most required terms effectively used to improve the image quality. The quality of
image is required to identify the image so that the improved image pixel distribution and intensity distribution will be
obtained. The enhancement of image is done under capturing work flow. The image enhancement is here done so that the
image improvement in terms of noise reduction will be obtained. The OCR applications are defined to improve the ratio
of image recognition.
The improvement to image can be done by performing the contrast enhancement so that the improvement over the image
can be done under segmentation process. The contrast improvement is done for low contrast images so that the good
contrast regions will be identified effectively and the region of low contrast vanish there pixel points at some positions.
The method is defined to focus on the image areas under luminance conditions so that the image area will get visible in
those particular areas. The image reconstruction and rational operations will be performed effectively to obtain the
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accurate contrast enhancement so that region of area will be extracted from the image. The contrast enhancement over
the image is identified as the effective region identification over the image so that improvement over the image will be
obtained effectively.
The objective of image enhancement process so that the image become clearer and the visual quality of image will get
improve. The influenced image processing includes the modality over the image under viewing conditions.
A)

Image Denoising

Image denoising is one of the effective image processing activity used to resolve the problem of noise of the distortion
over the image. The denoising process is used to improve the image quality and performance so that the effective image
transition over the network will be obtained. The properties of image include the sparsity and multi resolution structure.
There are number of denoising algorithms used to repair the image effectively. One of such approach is the wavelet
based approach. The wavelet domain is defined as the effective decomposition technique used to remove the noise
problem over the image. The parametric analysis is applied over the image to perform the measure measures under noise
vector and later on thresholding is applied over the image to repair. The thresholding is applied under the coefficient
vectors so that the quality of image will be improved. There are number of such approaches that includes the orthogonal
wavelet transformation. These approaches perform the analysis over the image and perform the image pixel level change
to repair the image. The tree structure based analysis is performed over the image to obtain the wavelet coefficient level
analysis so that the spatial location over the image will be recovered. The tree structure analysis so that the wavelet
coefficient based analysis over the image vectors will be obtained. The probabilistic models of image are obtained under
wavelet coefficient analysis so that the image vectors will be generated effectively. These probabilistic models actually
perform the image repair under wavelet coefficient analysis. These vectors provide the image repairing and adjustment
so that more improved image will be obtained from the system.
B)

Other Challenges

The complexity of the restoration process also increases in case of color images. In such case, the color value analysis is
performed in terms of color tone identification in different image pixels or features. It gives the analysis under different
vectors so that effective image reconstruction will be performed. Another challenge to the restoration process is the
processing on compressed images or different format images. When the pixel level or object level restoration is
performed on multiple compression and uncompressed image set. The complexity of the of the restoration process also
increases for real time video images. In such images, the time vector based image restoration is required. It means the,
features over the multiple images are arranged in order of time vector so that effective pixel level restoration will be
performed. More challenging restoration process application is the medical image processing. Medical images requires
more attention along with minimum information loss, because of this in such images restoration process requires more
analysis. This kind of analysis can be performed based on visibility, contrast and feature level. Once the complete
attribute level analysis is done, the next work is to reconstruct the images under these vectors[14][15].
In this paper, an effective image reconstruction approach is suggested based on windowing method. In section I, the
exploration to the restoration process and the basic types of restoration along with characteristic analysis is defined. In
section II, the work defined by earlier researchers is discussed and presented. In section III, some of the effective image
restoration approaches are discussed. In section IV, the conclusion obtained from the work is presented.
II.

EXISTING WORK

In this section, the work defined by the earlier researchers is discussed and presented. R. Maruthi[1] has presented a
restoration process based on information level analysis for multiple images. Author performed region level analysis over
these images for image reconstruction. The analysis parameters considered by the author includes the spatial frequency
analysis, visibility analysis. To generate the effective reconstructed image, the restoration process is implemented under
the selection mode in which the magnitude values of the pixels are compared and analyzed under the activity measure
used for image restoration process. Author presented a work on multi focus restoration process to regain the information
loss and reconstruct the effective image over it. Shuo-Li Hsu[2] has presented an intelligent neural network based
approach for region based image restoration and to reconstruct the image from it. Author presented the pixel based
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restoration to replace the pixels so that the effective segmented visual image will be constructed. Author obtained the
analysis under the restoration parameters so that the region proof images will be constructed and new restoration image
from the work will be obtained. Author presented the region analysis under adaptive capacity and determination so that
image reconstruction will be obtained.
Manjusha Deshmukh[3] has defined a quality analysis based work to perform the restoration on multi focus images.
Author presented a PCA based approach along with wavelet decomposition. At the initial step author implemented the
DWT approach for image decomposition and to obtain the sub images from the main image. Once the image
decomposition is done, the next work is to perform the pixel value analysis over these decomposed objects to perform
the information restoration so that new image will be reconstructed. Author considered the randon space analysis over
the image for pre analysis and to regenerate the quality image to perform the image enhancement after the restoration
process. Author defined the restoration process based on the plentiful information and analysis and reconstruction. Milad
Ghantous[4] has presented an object extraction approach along with image restoration to regenerate the feature image by
performing the gradient level enhancement and the pixel level enhancement. Author defined the work in two stages. In
first stage, the separation of background and foreground is done and later on the reliable feature selection is performed to
reconstruct the result image Tao Wan[5] has defined the image restoration for compressed image. Author performs the
sample based pattern analysis over the image so that the performance of the reconstruction process will be improved.
Author defined the restoration algorithm along with compressive sampling pattern. Author presented the image
restoration under the acceptability analysis and the compressive vector analysis so that effective sample selection will be
obtained that will result the generation of effective image from the set.
Andreja Svab[6] has presented a image restoration process for high resolution images by preserving the spatial and
spectral resolution images. Author defined the high resolution image analysis under the restoration process. Author
defined the panchromatic image processing under multispectral analysis so that new high resolution image will be
constructed. Saurabh Singh[7] has defined a restoration approach for reconstruction of biometric images. The biometric
face images are considered by the author that are extracted with partial occlusion. Author defined the eigen space domain
analysis along with genetic algorithms to generate the new restoration image so that the regeneration of the image will be
done. Author also combined the eigen space analysis along with genetic process with optimum strategy analysis for
restoration process. Author has improved the recognition process by using the restoration experimentation. Hong
Zheng[8] has presented parameteric analysis approach along with wavelet decomposition for image reconstruction using
restoration process. Author performed multi-level wavelet decomposition to apply the restoration rule under different
levels and to perform the generation of effective result image. G. Simone[9] has presented an effective approach along
with image acquisition, process so that the region value analysis will be performed and the reconstruction of image will
be done. Author defined the wavelet based analysis for quality analysis on decomposed objects and the generation of
effective result image based on restoration process. Author defined the restoration method under quality assessment so
that the multi band based image reconstruction will be done. Wenzhong Shi[10] has presented a transformation
approach under two band wavelet analysis for image reconstruction. Author divided the complete image in high
frequency and low frequency images. Author defined the performance analysis under different vectors and taken the
intelligent decision for reconstruction of images. The quality assessment is here defined for reformation of image so that
the restoration image will be improved.
III.

IMAGE RESTORATION METHODOLOGIES

Digital images are generally contaminated by impulse noise during acquisition or transmission through noisy channel.
Color Image Filtering is of paramount importance in the field of digital image processing. A number of filtering methods
available in literature are studied in this chapter. Objective of image filtering is to obtain a close approximation to
original image from image corrupted through different types of noise.
Image filtering methods are divided in two categories:
(a) Spatial Domain Filtering
(b) Frequency domain filtering
In spatial domain filtering, operations are performed on the image pixel using the values of neighborhood of current
pixel. The subimage of size equal to neighborhood and consisting of values corresponding to these neighborhood values
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is called a mask, filter, template or window. The spatial filtering is simply moving the filter mask from point to point in
an image. At each point response of filter is calculated using some predefined relationship. If the response is given by
sum of product of filter coefficients and pixel values in the area spanned by filter mask, the filter is called Linear Spatial
Filter. While in Nonlinear Spatial Filters the response is based on ordering (ranking) the pixels contained in the image
area encompassed by the filter, and then replacing the value of central pixel with the value determined by the ranking
results. Mean filter is an example of linear spatial filter and median filter is most common example of nonlinear spatial
filter.

A)

Median Filter

Median filter is an order statistics filter. As the name suggests it replace the value of a pixel by median of gray levels in
the neighborhood of that pixel. Median function is applied independently on each color component (or color channel).
The output of median filter is given by:
Zi,j = (zi,j(1), zi,j(2), zi,j(3))
Where
zi,j(k)= median (W(k)) (1)
W is the filtering window consist of the subimage area in the neighborhood of current pixel.
For a 3×3 median filter
W = [ Ii-1,j-1, Ii-1,j, Ii-1,j+1, Ii,j-1, Ii,j, Ii,j+1, Ii+1,j-1, Ii+1,j, Ii+1,j+1]
(2)
Where I is the image corrupted by noise and (i, j) are the spatial coordinates in digital image I.
B)

Vector Median Filter

To overcome the problem of color artifacts in case of median filtering, vector processing is applied which utilizes the
inter-channel correlation existing between different color components of a pixel value. In color images the pixel value is
a vector quantity. Vector median filter (VMF) focuses on minimizing the distance between these pixel vectors in the
filtering window.
Let W be the processing Window of size n and Let xi, ,i=1 to n be the n pixels in W. Image function at pixel be fi,
Then the filtering criterion for VMF at a pixel is defined as

Li
(3)
The Vector fi for which Li ≤ Lj i=1 to n, is the output of Vector median filter.
Where ||.|| shows the Euclidean norm.
VMF minimizes the accumulated sum of distances among pixels within filtering window. Vector median filter may be
identified either using robust ordering statistics or as a maximum likelihood estimator.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a study on different restoration processes is shown for real time images. The paper has discussed, the type
of restoration under the feature vector analysis as well describe the challenging areas of image restoration. Later on the
research methodology of some of the most effective restoration algorithms is defined in this paper.
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